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1. Galactic model 

1.1. Basic as~wnptions, . 
I 

A) The Galactic system is inte&reted as a coedstmce of 
sever& stellar com onents, like inner and main bdge; thin 
and thick disk, ste 7 lar halo, corona, etc. It is not C ~ E E  if 
these stellar corn onents are composed of one or mare Ad- 
lar dpufations (If:ing, 1993), but in order to benefit the mu- P tua understanding we can refine the classification criterion 
up to identify components and populations. Then, h can 
name coniponent to a stellar group with similar astrophysical 
properties and, in particular, from a kinematical view oint , 
to a group that has reached a kind of statistical equili g rium 
so that their velocit distribution can be assumed of normal 
type. Then using C K andrasekhar's notation: 



f (Q+=) =e-i(Q+u). (1) 

B) The dynamic behaviour of the Galactic s stem is de- 
scribed in nearly all the regions accordin to: t e following % K 
conservative dynamic system: Generailly t e stellar compo- 
nents moves under the effect of a gravitating gotentid U ( t ,  r)  
and the phage space distribution functioh f t , r ,  V) satisfies 
the collisionless Boltzmmn equation for eac 6 component: 

g = g + v - v , ~ - v , u . v , ~  lib = o .  (2) 

Thus, since this is a linear differential equation for f, 
the superposition principle can be applied in order to obtwn 
the shape'of the potential and the kinematical parameters 
of each stellar component involved in f . 

1 .d. Complementary Hypothqes 
3 

In order t ~ ,  qimplify in a reasonable way the galactic 
model (atherwlse,it is pearly impossible to run in the six- 
dirnensl&al space) there are some~hypotheses con- 
cernir~g $l$, a 9 t : t ~ ~  +md tbe time-dependency that must 
be intmduadrmm I I 

' I  $ 1  

S)qarnet+$'h ' ' 'bt,ti+Ls: , ] I  

-4s) $xishme@k Jactic .$$tern and plane of syAmetty. 
PS) ~bibt%xrd i y G e t r y  and plane of symmetry. 

Time dependency hypotheses: 
SS) Statioeary gda~ki!jsyg@n. , . 
SP) Stationary pot'&ikid fuqftion. 
TD !Time dependent model. 

khe detailed, models can bp found ip following papers: 
Axi&y%ymih$t@ic ~el1a.r qystem: S ~ l a  (1 $90). Poiat.axidy 
iymrdetric $ti$ld s j s t d :  Sanr-Subiranu, Juan, ( 1  9896). Su- 
perp+sltion of stellltr systems;. Cu barsi (1  9.99). Supegposition 
of axially symmetric stellar systems: C~bao8si (1990~) .  
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2. T h e  model consequences 

Several experimental facts are in reasonable agreement 
with some of previous assum tions and hypotheses. For 
example, by using the (o, 0,zp-cylindric galactocentric co- 
ordinates system, the mass distribution in z and the mean 
z-velocity are nearly symmetric with res ect to the galac- 
tic plane (Erickson, 1975; Vandervoort, 1 f 75). On the other 
hand, even in the simpler superposition models, the asym- 
metrical drift in the mean rotation velocit can be described 
and the rotation curve in the solar neigh g ourhood can also 
be approximated (Sanz, 1989; Cubarsi, 1990b; Juan-Zornoza, 
1991). 

However there are other experimeiital data that only un- 
der a specific hypothesis of symmetry or time-dependency 
can be satisfactory explained. Furthermore, in some cases 
different hypotheses leads to opposite results. This is the 
case of the radial or angular mass distribution of the stellar 
components, the vertex deviation of the velocity ellipsoids 
associated with each stellar component, or the value of the 
mean radial velocity or the radial differential movement of 
stellar components. 

We separate the problems concernii~g the velocity distri- 
bution, and these ones concerning to the mass distribtition 
and to the shape or specific values of the potential function. 

2.1. Velocity Distribution 

In the following scheme we show the model consequences, 
under assumptions A and B, depending on different subsets 
of previous hypotheses. It must be pointed out that even 
one component alone may not have vertex deviation in the 
galactic plane (v.g. under axial symmetry), the whole set of 
stellar components may have in general some kind of vertex 
deviation, expressed throu h the central second moment w0 
(of course there is not a ve ocity ellipsoid associate with the 
composite stellar sample). 
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Where: n,(i):= radial mean velocity of the i-stellar com- 
ponent , 

equatorial plane v. d .  (vertex deuiation):= existence of sec- 
ond central momentw8, 

meridian plane v. d .  := existence of second central moment 
='z, 

forbidden moments:= existence of non-vanishing central 
moments with an odd, 

number of indices in a or 8 

2.2. Mass distribution 

The shape of the mass distribution depends basically on 
the symmetry hypotheses, although it is also related with 
the form of the potential function and the covariances of 
the velocity distribution (remember the first-order hydro- 
dynamic equations). Obviously, the mass distribution has 
the corresponding symmetry that has been adopted for the 
model. However it depends on the obtained potential and 
in the specific values of their parameters. For these reasons 
only some simulations can be done (Ninkovic, 1987; Cubarsi, 
1993; Sanz-Subirana, 1993; Pet7.ouskaya, 1993) without in- 
troducing new qualitative knowledge but contrasting the 



consistency of some hypotheses. It also depends on the 
assumption of an autogravitating model: In a PS models, 
we obtains axial potentials and 9-depending stellar densities 
(the self-consistence hypothesis is not included). 
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